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Introduction - What is Negative Yielding Debt?

- An unusual situation in which issuers of debt are paid to borrow. 

- At the same time, depositors or buyers of bonds pay a cash flow 
instead of receiving interest income

- A bond can have negative yield when the investor pays a price 
higher than the bond’s face value
- Interest received < Premium paid, hence negative yield



An Overview of Current Situation 

- The current value of negative yielding debt being traded in 

2019 is $16 trillion, a whopping increase of 167% from $6T in 

2016

- Caxton Associates +16.3% 
- Greg Coffey’s Kirkoswald Capital Partners +18 %



Uncertainties around the world increase the 
demand for negative yielding bonds

1. Inverted Treasury Yield Curve
2. Trade wars
3. Brexit
4. Uncertainty in ECB’s next move
5. East Asia political unrest
6. Looming deflation threat



Reasons Why Investors Trade in Negative 
Yielding Debts

1. Speculation that the foreign currencies will rise in the foreseeable future, 
strengthening the consumers’ purchasing power :  

Eg. Japanese 10yr bond, yield rate of -0.36% per year

2009 1000 Yen : USD 8.80
Appreciation: 15.9%

2019 1000 Yen : USD 10.20

Therefore, on average the bond price increases by 1.59% per annum, compared to -0.36% you lose to 

the negative yield



Reasons continued

2. They will lose more money should they invest / keep the money 
somewhere else

- negative interest rate 
- major uncertainties in economic outlook



Reasons continued

3. The price of bonds might rise more than what the investors would lose in 
terms of negative yielding

- QE by CBs
- Speculative Movements
- Eg. German 10yr Bund, -0.687% yield rate

2018 $158.79
Price Increase: 17.2%

2019 $175.97



Case Studies (Driving Forces)

1. Bank of Japan (BoJ) 

- Japan (43%)

2. European Central bank (ECB) 

- German Bund (12%)
- France (12%)

3. The Federal Reserve 

- United States (2%)



Japan (BoJ)

Will they continue 
Quantitative Easing?

- Japan has performed QE 
since 1997

- Will probably continue -
there is no other viable 
alternative

What’s the overall 
sentiment of the market?

- Persistent deflation in Japan leaves 
investors with few better options to put 
their money 

- Japanese Yen is rising 



European Central Bank (ECB) 
- Germany & France, etc.

Will they continue 
Quantitative Easing?

- Set for a second round of 
quantitative easing from 
autumn of 2019 and 
onwards.

- Change of president of the 
ECB from Mario Draghi to 
Christine Lagarde 1st of 
November 2019

What’s the sentiment of the 
market?

- Large Uncertainties
- EUR/USD is bearish



Conclusion

- Varying advice for different bonds geographically 

- Buy Japanese treasury bonds and large japanese companies’ 
corporate bonds

- Invest cautiously in sovereign European bonds - Look out for 
news on the ECB plans, especially for the coming switch of 
leadership of the ECB. Watch out for market sentiments 
brightening.

- Wait and see regarding U.S. treasury bonds  


